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American Legion Convention at the George R. Brown Convention Center
Bill Werzner and Derek Ross partnered with the Battleship Texas Foundation offering information about the
USS Texas and HVRA.
Pictured in the booth (L-R) Bill Werzner, George Zepotek, Paul McCann, & Derek Ross (rear)
Visitors were entertained by a 1937 Zenith radio playing music of the era.
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From The President…….
I want to begin with a challenge to all members of HVRA –
people this is serious! It involves the future of our organization
as we approach our thirty-fifth anniversary this November.
The night we held our first meeting in classroom #1 in the basement of the Houston Museum of Natural Science, a number of
us were youngsters under forty. I just crossed over the three
score and ten threshold a few days ago and I know some of our
more senior members regard me as one of the youngsters.
Our challenge now is to bring younger people into our organization. Somehow we must find ways to attract their attention to
the things we cherish. Perhaps our initial thrust should be to
acquaint ourselves with the general public and this is not something we’re going to achieve sitting on our behinds wishing
things were better. We must rise to the occasion, get out there,
and get involved where it counts. You don’t have to be an officer to do this – yes, I know it’s easy to look to the elected officers to carry the load.
Where are opportunities for us to get involved with the general
public and most of all, the younger generation?
Let me list a few, and if you think about it, I’ll bet you come up
with some more. Let’s start with schools, why not volunteer to
tutor students in after school math and science in schools or
perhaps through your church, scouts, or fraternal organization.
Small, hands on electronic projects, can be used to demonstrate the significance of math in making calculations and teach
science at the same time. Assisting in local science and engineering fairs in middle and high schools is a very rewarding
experience, I know, as I have been doing that for over twenty
years. Offer science class demonstrations in area schools with
hands on projects, videos, etc. and explain the significance of
how these simple experiments led us to where we are today.
Here are some suggestions to try: crystal radio demos kids can
build for themselves, amplifiers for musical instruments or
voice, low power transmitters, oscilloscope demonstrations
showing voice patterns and demonstrate frequencies.
Don’t expect to recruit kids in mass into this hobby, but if you
plant a seed into a few ambitious minds, you will have succeeded. Perhaps you can be that person who inspired a youngster to become a future scientist or engineer, and someone
they will remember always who tweaked their interest in electronics.
Now that I have offered suggestions in approaching the
younger generation and ways to get them interested in electronics, let’s talk about the adult side. How do we approach the
general adult population?
I believe the primary stimuli for getting their interest are nostalgia and making money. Curiosity, ego, and altruism are also
factors, but experience suggests the former rather than the
latter are the primary driving factors.
This is where we must get out and show the people who we are
and acquaint them with HVRA and what we’re all about. Bring
out your vintage radios, show them to the public in mall shows,
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HVRA President
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library or museum exhibits, present programs to various
clubs and organizations, become involved in home shows,
civic programs, and even gun shows as someone suggested at our Battleship Texas booth during the American
Legion’s National Convention in the George R. Brown Convention Center.
Some of these ventures will require monetary expenditures,
but it’s like that old well pump on my late uncle’s hog farm,
you have prime the pump with water in order to get water
out.
These are options we must utilize if we intend to survive in
the future and grow HVRA. There are a few of us who have
shouldered a heavy load for many years in organizing
events such as the one in Texas City and at the American
Legion National Convention where HVRA received allot of
exposure. Did we gain any new members? The jury is still
out on those two, but we must keep up the effort regardless.
Those of us who seem to carry the burden, cannot do it all
by ourselves. Why not band together with friends who are
members and organize events wherever and whenever
possible?
You do not need to be an officer to do this, and if you decide to tackle a project with your group, we will back you in
any way that we possibly can. Now roll up your sleeves
and get going, our future depends on you! Bill W.

2013 General Meeting Contests
By Reid Shipp
October 26

Golden Ears contest

Rules—Description
Golden Ears contest: any solid state, vacuum tube amplifier,
home built, kit or commercial. A blind listening test will determine the winner. Amplifiers will be played with organ & drum
music. Speakers will be provided.
Note: Previous contest winners are eligible, the previous contest entries are NOT.

Texas City HamFest — a followup

Left Foot Morse Code Contest
by Tom Taylor, N5ACA
How would you like an extra $50 for radio related books?
If you do not mind doing a little preparation and foot tapping then
you can be a contender at the next Texas City hamfest. All you
have to do is send with your left foot a prepared message in
morse code faster than your competition.
With nearly 10 months to train one would think any excuse looks
weak. That’s not $5, that’s $50.
With Lance Borden out of the running this year I promptly stepped
in to be challenged by only one fellow and he was from Arkansas
where morse seems to stream at a slower rate.
OK I didn’t actually come out the champion but it was still a sweet
victory of sorts. There had to be a run-off you see where they
actually intended to award the Arkansas stranger the top $50
prize good for any of the ARRL publications. Well he didn’t want
it opting out instead for hardware available to other morning contests.
Even being last place and a looser made this foot tapper a winner. Maybe next year you can ask Lance about surgery on that
other knee and meet the Arkansas stranger who doesn’t like
books. Shazam

Front Cover —

American Legion Convention
On August 23 and running for one week, the American Legion held its 95th
national convention in the George R. Brown Convention Center. HVRA President Bill Werzner, a member of American Legion local Post 560 and Army
veteran was joined by board member Derek Ross in manning a booth supporting the Battleship Texas. The Texas is undergoing extensive renovation in
preparation for the 100th anniversary of her commissioning next year as well
as preparing her for the eventual dry docking. It was a great promotional opportunity and she received tremendous exposure to thousands who attended
from all over the U.S. and elsewhere.
HVRA contacted the Battleship Texas Foundation (BTF) regarding the HVRA /
BTARS (Battleship Texas Amateur Radio Station) members to assist in manning a booth at the GRB during the convention. Bill and Derek were joined by
Paul McCann, Talia Peschka, George Zatopek, Peter Ream and Paul Allen of
the Battleship TEXAS Foundation (BTF) Overnight Program.
Everyone had a great time and the HVRA had a great opportunity to get some
big time exposure with a vintage radio exhibit from the WW II era. One gent
stopped by to let us know that his father fought on the Texas in 1924…in a
boxing match on deck. There was some discussion from an editor of the AL’s
monthly magazine “The American Legion” on doing a story on the Texas in
time for her 100th anniversary next year.
We are also in discussion with BTARs on making the ship an official destination for local Boy Scout troops to get their Radio merit badges.
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HVRA Election of Officers in
September
Once again we are looking for a few good volunteers
who are willing to accept nominations for a two year
term as club officers.
To qualify, you must be a member in good standing with
annual dues paid, willing and able to attend both
monthly Board of Directors and general meetings, and
fulfill requirements of the office that you may be elected
to serve.
Positions open for nominations include:
Vice President
Secretary
At Large position II
Grid Leak Editor
Currently, these positions are held by: VP—Jim Calbeck; Secretary—Tom Taylor; At Large II—David
Moore; Grid Leak Ed—David Moore
We are always looking forward to having new officers
elected from our general membership to bring new
ideas and share their expertise as club leaders.

HVRA—VRPS Flea Market / BBQ
November 2, 2013
Hosted by Cecil and Fran Miles
Grapeland TX (beautiful East Texas)
( 130 miles from Houston)
The BBQ will be catered, so a head count would be
appreciated. RSVP to:
David Moore—281705-3402; wd11@swbell.net
Bill Werzner—713-820-1778; werz1943@gmail.com
www.hvra.org

HVRA Electronics Classes
Sept 28

Class IX

“Audio Detection Circuits in 1920’s Era Radios”. Detector
circuits, volume control, and early avc trouble shooting and
repair circuits.

Oct 26

Class X

“RF amplification in early radios including TRF and superhets”. Trouble shooting and repair will be main topics

1924 Portable Radio Goes the Full Ten Rounds
By
Gilbert M. Hedge, HVRA Historian
As a collector of antique radios I constantly strive to upgrade, expand or improve my collection. This includes
trying to acquire information (advertisements, brochures, articles, etc.) related to the radios in my collection or to the
manufacturer of those radios. My efforts recently yielded a very interesting article about my 1924 Zenith Super Portable
radio that was written by Eugene F. McDonald, Jr., President of Zenith Radio Corporation and President of the National
Association of Broadcasters (NAB).
Last year while visiting Durell Roth (fellow HVRA member) in Austin, Texas, I ran across a box of literature
about broadcasting that he had acquired from Harold Cones, co-author of Zenith Radio: The Early Years 1919-1935.
Authors frequently share information about common interests. I was interested in the contents of the box because it
contained information related to Zenith Radio Corporation. Durell was kind enough to allow me take the box home, so
that I would have time to thoroughly review the articles for content and determine if any of the information was related to
my Zenith collection.
It was a few months later before I had time to go through the documents. After a few hours of reading, I came
upon an article “ONE HUNDRED MILES QUICKER THAN ONE HUNDRED FEET”, which was written by Eugene F.
McDonald, Jr. In the article, he mentions a Zenith portable radio. Since it was not dated, I was not sure which particular
radio he was talking about, so I searched the internet to identify the date of the mentioned fight. It occurred at the Floyd
Fitzsimmons Arena in Michigan City, Indiana on May 31, 1924. The Zenith Super Portable (Companion) radio was
undoubtedly the portable radio that he mentions in the article. Zenith introduced the Super Portable in February of 1924,
which was three months prior to the described activities in the article. E. F. McDonald lived on the yacht Mizpah and it
was usually docked near downtown Chicago, IL. According to a map it would only take 3 or 4 hours to sail across Lake
Michigan from Chicago, Illinois, to Michigan City, Indiana. I don’t know if the article was ever published. The complete
two page article is reproduced on the next two pages.

1924 Zenith Super
Portable Radio
E. F. McDonald’s
Yacht “Mizpah”

Carpentier-Gibbons Boxing
Match on May 31, 1924 at
Floyd Fitzsimmons Arena,
Michigan City, Indiana.
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An $18.00 Obsession
Walter Mosley
On a Saturday afternoon in 1990, I went to the
store to get a few things. On the way, I passed a garage sale, and slowed to examine the items that could
be easily seen from the road. My wife and I enjoy antiques, and we have been known to relax and walk
through an antique shop. So, on the return trip, I
stopped, because there was an old radio, sitting among
the cups and saucers, an afghan or two, collectable
spoons, dishes, and other sale items. I bought the old
tube radio, for $18.00, with its frayed power cord, and
was on my way.
When I got home, I told my wife that I bought an
old radio at a garage sale. I told her that I wanted to try
to get it to work again. After doing some research, I
wrote letters with SASE, to people who might be able to
help me. After all, I was the person in high school who
could install radios, speakers, CB radios, fog lights, and
such. How hard could this be.
One of the SASE letters found its way to Gordon
Rolston, of “Frankenstein’s Radio Lab”, in Pasadena.
He had a good supply of parts, and was a big help. He
encouraged me, and recommended that I join HVRA.
I went to a Tuesday night HVRA meeting, at the
old Lai Lai restaurant. I was surprised at the number of
radios to be auctioned. I watched the auction, and enjoyed the evening, but I did not join, and did not buy
anything. The next month, I decided that I was going to
talk to Bob Wood, and volunteer to help. I did, and he
was happy to put me to work.
The Bob and Bill radio classes, were helpful, and
fun. As the years have gone by, I have enjoyed helping
with the auctions, and also trying to encourage the new
members, to learn and ask questions.
My uncle was a big help too. He found a tube
tester, VTVM, cap checker, and several old radio repair
text books. In California, old electronics and such, are
sold at swap meets. He has been a good source of
used tubes too.
I decided to learn more about amateur radio. I studied and learned, and now have my “General License.” It
is fun, and I enjoy talking to people, that truly are,
”halfway around the world”. A small antenna, an HF
radio, and good conditions, can open up new horizons,
and lots of fun.
Oh, just in case you are wondering. After 6 months
of learning and making mistakes, I repaired that garage
sale, AC/DC radio. So for now I will just close. Several
projects are waiting.
Thanks Tom. And to my amateur radio friends,
…… 73’s.
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Book Recommendation —

Surviving Technology
By Bruce Vaughan, NR5Q
By Tom Taylor, N5ACA
Like to build? Like to build a radio? Like to have it work
and work well? How about reading about the progression of telephone, power lines, radio and then television
in a small rural area of the US?
The book is Surviving Technology by Bruce Vaughan
and published by Farmhouse Books.
I first learned of it while reading one of the best articles I
had seen on building regenerative radios found in the
Electric Radio monthly magazine. IF you have not yet
found that magazine you have been missing articles on
tube radio restoration for years. Authors of those may
be among the best there are despite the fact they primarily cover communication gear to the early 50s.
Back to the book. Chapters within will take you to wartime developments and the author’s experiences servicing aircraft radios from the time of his deployment to the
war’s end and then into his experiences building a radio
and TV repair business.
The pages are glossy and full of pictures covering the
gear he designed and built, the test gear used and pictures of his stations. There are tips on when to pass
over a radio in need to what steps are taken with troubleshooting or how specifically to build your regenerative
radio. For the $30 cost you can not be disappointed if
you like what you just learned.

The Problematic Black Plague Infestation in I.F. transformers Part II
By Bill Werzner
I have written about this malady before, but in recent years it has
become endemic in many of the radios that have been brought to
me for repair. This problem is concentrated in radios manufactured mainly from the post WW II era to the early 1960’s.
My previous “Trouble Shooter” article in the July – August issue
described the problem, now in part II – a follow up, I will describe
how i.f. transformers can be repaired.
Most of them can be disassembled for rebuilding, but a few have
the troublesome silver mica capacitors sealed into the plastic
base and cannot be taken apart. Therefore it is a good idea to
have some that you have salvaged from “junker sets”, rebuilt and
ready to install in the event you encounter one that cannot be
disassembled. Always check the windings with your ohmmeter
for continuity before attempting a rebuild.
As I mentioned in my previous article, this takes a steady hand
so forego coffee, tea, and alcoholic beverages for a day. There
are other things you may want to forego for a day or two, that I
won’t mention here, in order to assure a steady hand and total
concentration.

Coil removed from can, can marked “F” for facing front of radio.
(Coil to the right)

Tools necessary for replacing capacitors inside I.F. coils.
Left to Right: small vice, sharpie, 1.5” 21-gauge hypodermic needle,
forceps, small screwdriver, long-nose pliars, rubber band, soldering
iron, hand drill

Under chassis
view with
wiring
diagram for
coil base
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Coil mounted in vice, wires unsoldered from capacitors,
capacitance measured with capacitance tester

Plastic coil base (left) and defective I.F. silver mica capacitors with
black plague (right).
4 capacitor contacts removed (bottom)

Coil reassembled showing new 100pF
100V capacitors installed

Screwdriver points to
capacitor to be removed

HVRA Meeting — August Low B+ Contest
There were two entries in the Low B+ amplifier contest.

Both amplifiers exhibited B+ as low as 6 volts while
still putting out an audible signal.
The criteria for determining the winning entry was
based on the entry using the lowest B+ voltage, while
still being heard by the audience.

John Given entered a single stage amplifier using eight 6Y6
tubes. His amplifier was powered by a12 VDC car battery.

Both entries had exhibited equal B+ voltages and
both amplifiers put out a nice signal and used very
unique circuitry. When the vote was put to the audience, the contest was determined to be a tie.

Reid Shipp entered a five-stage circuit using two 6BL7’s, two
6080’s, and as a final, it used a 6336 tube.

Reid
Shipp’s
entry
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Photos by Gilbert Hedge

John Given’s entry
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HVRA 2014 Convention
February 7-8, 2014
Featured Manufacturer:

Philmore

HVRA 2014 Old Equipment Contest
February 7-8, 2014
1

Wireless / Spark Equipment (pre-1925)

2

Crystal Receivers – Broadcast

3

Cathedral & Tombstone

4

Table receivers (tube) – Wood

5

Table receivers (tube) – non Wood

6

Consoles

7

Transistor Radios

8

Reproducers & Microphones

9

Vacuum Tubes

10

Phonographs

11

Telegraph & Telephone

12

Kit Radios (either assembled or unassembled)

13

Scientific, Test Equipment & Small Electrical Devices

14

Hi-Fi equipment

15

Amateur & Military Radios

16

Replicas and Vintage Style Creations

17

Television

18

Manufacturer Category – Philmore

19

Theme – Edwin Armstrong –
Regenerative circuit 100 yrs anniversary.

20

Anything that Sparks -- (functional)
(Tesla coils, Spark transmitters, Van de Graf machines,
Wimhurst generators, Ruhmkorff coils, etc)

21

Open Display

** Note: All entries must be >40 years old except for categories
7, 14, 16, 19, 21.
Foreign radios may compete in the appropriate category
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Convention Site:

Houston Marriott North
at Greenspoint
Room rate—$79 +tax
281-875-4000
800-228-9290

Old Equipment Contest
Cash prizes will be offered for:
Best of Show
Peoples Choice
Best Restoration

Regenerative Circuit
100 yr Anniversary
by
Edwin Armstrong
Theme Catagory

Let the Sparks fly
at HVRA convention

HVRA Event Schedule:
Location for all events: Bayland Park Community Center,
6400 Bissonnet, Houston, TX Coffee & snacks available at
regular meetings.

Saturday, Sept 28, Monthly meeting 9:00 AM, Program, auction,
Electronic class IX.
Tuesday, Oct. 8, Board of Directors Meeting 6:30 PM, Pizza served!
Saturday, Oct 26, Monthly meeting 9:00 AM, Program, auction, Golden
Ears Contest, Electronics class X.
Saturday, Nov. 2, Swap ‘n Shop—Flea Market—BBQ, Grapeland TX,
Cecil Miles house in beautiful East Texas. 130 miles from
Houston
Tuesday, Nov. 12, Board of Directors Meeting 6:30 PM, Pizza served!
Tuesday, Dec. 10, Board of Directors Meeting 6:30 PM, Pizza served!

No Meetings in November or December, 2013
Saturday Evening Jan. 4, 2014 Annual Christmas-Holiday
Celebration – Dinner, Program, & Auction at the Monument Inn,
La Porte, Texas
February 7-8, 2014 HVRA Convention, Greenspoint Marriott Hotel.

Attention Veterans
Home Depot / Lowes Discount
Home Depot and Lowes offer a 10% discount to U.S, military veterans
on all items purchased. Show your DD 214 copy to management,
your phone number will be entered into their data base, and when you
pay for a purchase; ask for your veteran's discount. The cashier will
plug in your phone number to automatically reduce your payment
10%. Bill W.

VRPS Radio Convention
November 15 -17
The Vintage Radio and Phonograph Society will hold
their annual convention, two day auction, and swap meet
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday morning. Hampton Inn &
Suites,

1700 Rodeo Drive, Mesquite, TX 75149.
For reservations call (972) 329 - 3100
www.vrps.org

Non-Radio Items for Sale
in HVRA Storage Unit
There are some non-radio items that we need to liquidate from
one of our storage units at 10615 S. Gessner.
These items were left over from both the late Bob Wood and
Richard Collins Estates that we had to clear out.
Three items among them that come to mind are a good working
lab type vacuum pump on platform with casters, and two nice
solid wood chest of drawers. If interested, contact Bill Werzner,
www.werz1943@gmail.com (713) 721 – 2242.
Come by, take a look and leave HVRA a monetary offer that the
Board will consider. Plan to view the storage unit items Saturday morning, Aug.3, 8 to 9 AM by appointment only, and leave a
sealed bid on the items to be offered for sale.
We need to clean out one of the units as these items are too
large or cumbersome to transport to our monthly auctions. The
money paid will go directly to the HVRA treasury.

Estate Radio Auction
Jim Sargent Auction
Sept 27-28
Ft. Smith AR
Photos on web site
www.sargentauction.com

HVRA Officers
President:
Bill Werzner, 11402 Endicott, Houston TX 77039-2912; 713-721-2242; werz1943@gmail.com
VP
Jim Calbeck, 435 Columbia St., Houston TX 77007; 713-868-2086; jcalbeck@sbcglobal.net
Secretary:
Tom Taylor N5ACA, 1118 Glenshannon, Friendswood, TX 77546; 281-996-5835; tomn5aca@juno.com
Treasury:
Tom Burslem, 23118 Newgate Dr., Spring TX 77373; 281-355-0144; tburslem@gmail.com
Historian:
Gilbert Hedge, 1626 Kenwick PL, Pasadena, TX 77504; 714-625-5979; zen1441@sbcglobal.net
At Large #1:
Reid Shipp WA5ARI, 1519 3rd St., League City, TX 77573; 281-943-9877
At Large #2:
David Moore KF5FUM, 3213 Regal Oaks, Pearland TX 77581-6411; 281-705-3402; wd11@swbell.net
Webmaster:
Derek Ross, 5910 Gentlewood Ln., Sugar Land TX 77479; 832-483-9819; allenross04@yahoo.com
Grid Leak Editor — vacant (David Moore—temporary post)
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The Grid Leak
September—October 2013
Monthly Meeting— Sept. 28
Bayland Park 8:30 AM
Annual Meeting, Election of Officers

Monthly Meeting— Oct. 26
Bayland Park 8:30 AM
Golden Ears contest:

Flea Market / BBQ — Nov. 2
Grapeland TX; Cecil & Fran Miles home
HVRA—VRPS Event

www.hvra.org (Check out the fresh new look)
Notice on renewing your membership!
Please check the expiration date by your name in the address label.
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